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Caustic, often ominous, intersecting discussions of citizenship and nationality are at the core of politics 

and memory wars today throughout Eastern Europe. Similar discussions emerged in late Imperial Russia. 

For most observers at the time, and generations of scholars since, xenophonic tropes of the far-right, 

violence perpetrated against national minorities and responses by radical movements informed images and 

analyses. Nowhere was this approach truer than in debates on the “Jewish question.”  

 This presentation explores liberal approaches to the “Jewish question” among significant parts of 

literate society embodied in three high-circulation newspapers. These dailies embodied an emergent 

national narrative in Russia that echoes today: in parallel to intolerance toward national minorities, Russia 

also had strong, popular liberal traditions and voices.  

 A most noteworthy feature of the “Jewish question” is its longevity. I dare say that the 

“Jewish question” and the larger nationalities questions that encompass it cannot be “solved.”  Sadly, 

study of the “Jewish question” suggests to historians, activists and politicians that ethno-nationalist 

tensions are here to stay but do not irredeemably lead to only violent outcomes. And anyone interested in 

the viability of civil society in Eastern Europe today might want to look back to the 1906-1914 period, 

when the outline of a marginally democratic, liberal society first seemed possible. 

 Of course the region looks different now. Most of the Jews are gone. Some countries have 

successfully privatized their economies and allow for social and physical mobility that would have been 

unthinkable before 1989. But authoritarianism has returned to parts of Eastern Europe and some old 

ethnic antagonisms have resurfaced. Given these changes, it seems appropriate to reassess the history of 

liberal nationalism through a window opened through the “Jewish question.” We may want to listen for 

echoes from this past to formulate a more hopeful future. 

Whether one sought to further restrict Russia’s Jews or embrace them, answers to this question 
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bore implications for the even more explosive Polish, Finnish and Ukrainian questions.1  

National struggles for emancipation often became “bundled” in the eyes of the major European 

powers. So for Russia’s rulers and other multi-ethnic empires at the turn of the 20th century, solving their 

“Jewish questions” might reveal a pathway toward solving other pressing issues. Conversely, not solving 

the “Jewish question” might destabilize the world order.2  

 At the crux of these old-new challenges is the coexistence of repressive impulses among ruling 

circles together with liberal ambitions and traditions among educated, cultured elites in proximity to those 

same ruling circles. If the spread of literacy and the proliferation of an active press spawned intensified 

public debates around the big questions of nationhood, sovereignty, identity and rights in late Imperial 

Russia,3 I wonder how access to the internet, social media and transborder networks will influence future 

debates and their outcomes. 

 

Questions and Answers in Late Imperial Russia 

The “Jewish question” first arose in public space nearly two centuries ago but still remains a troublesome 

concept to define.4 There was certainly no consensus in late Imperial society on what precisely the 

“question” or its solution meant.5  

Newspapers introduced the “Jewish question” to the reading public starting in the 1880s. Liberals, 

no less than conservatives, often expressed racist views and manipulated the issue for political, or even 

business, purposes. Shocked by the publicized violence of the Kishinev pogrom of 1903, however, almost 

all of the early newspapers agreed that pogroms signaled the worst face of Russia: a weak state, bad 

leadership, and an ignorant populace.6  Even so, no publisher yet dared to confront the regime on behalf 

of Jews. This audacity appeared only after 1905.  

Discourse on the “Jewish question” proliferated substantially between 1906 and 1914 as a result of 

post-revolutionary reforms, as well as the rapid rise in popular literacy. For their part, Russian officials 

understood the dangers of racism for their volatile, multi-ethnic empire. Most of them preferred 
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“Russification” or neglect over repression when dealing with minorities, including Jews.7 But a small core 

of nationalists and anti-Semites near the centers of power intensified anti-Jewish imagery in publications 

after 1905.8  

 

The Press in Late Imperial Russia 

Dynamism characterized the Russian press during the Duma era, including the newspapers examined here 

(Gazeta kopeika, Rech’, and Russkie vedomosti).9  These are the empirical core of my analysis. All were 

privately owned, mass-circulation dailies and saw the “Jewish question” as a flywheel for wider 

nationalities questions in the Empire. All had to survive from subscriptions, advertising space and daily 

street sales. Small-circulation newspapers published by the radical Right or Left enjoyed government or 

party subsidies.10  Although we cannot gauge the impact of the press on the reading public, it did expose 

growing numbers of Russians to a variety of views. Many of Russia’s decision-makers read liberal 

newspapers—particularly Rech’ and Russkie vedomosti—even if they agreed with little of what they read 

and tried to limit their distribution.11   

 The Moscovite Russkie vedomosti appeared in 1863 and had a reputation for non-political, 

thorough and reliable reporting.12  Published in St. Petersburg from February 1905, Rech’ was closely 

associated with the Kadets but no political party could claim it for its own. Very popular among 

politically active liberals, Rech’ had little daily circulation outside the city. Unlike Russkie vedomosti, the 

publishers of Rech’ were Jews or recent converts from Judaism.13 Jewish advocacy organizations from 

England and the United States helped subsidize the paper until 1908 in hopes that Rech’ would spread 

liberal messages about Jews and other issues.14 During the period of study, Rech’ and Russkie vedomosti 

had a combined daily circulation of between 117,000 and 150,000 copies, at least equaling the 

conservative stalwart, Novoe vremia.15 

Any attempt to gauge the public mood in Late Imperial Russia must include the kopeika 

newspapers, perhaps better described as tabloids. Hundreds of thousands of copies of kopeika dailies sold 
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in the empire’s major cities and in many cases were also read aloud to others.16  The unaffiliated Gazeta 

kopeika was published in St. Petersburg from 1908 to 1917 and targeted the working classes. The paper 

cannot be classified as liberal in a strict political sense but it was in essence.17  

On the whole, the liberal press promoted inclusion of Jews into an egalitarian society under the 

rule of law. The three dailies examined here vacillated between valuing and pitying Jews. But the 

victimization of Jews was, overall, less important than the lessons to be learned from these injustices. All 

of them ignored the Jewish press in Russia. This was not an oversight or “blind spot”; many of their 

writers, especially in Rech’ and Gazeta kopeika, knew Yiddish (and perhaps Hebrew). The newspapers I 

explored mostly put forth ideas and details about Jews, but did not include them in the conversation. 

 

A Debate Begins, 1906 

Although not representative of the masses and invested with only marginal powers – foreshadowing 

Russia’s post-1991 Duma – the Imperial Duma did offer an unprecedented platform for political 

expression. While the regime may have wanted to ignore the nationalities dilemma, intersecting trends of 

violence in the peripheries and politicization throughout Russian society reverberating in the wake of the 

1905 Revolution forced the issue into the public sphere.18  

Throughout 1906 Russkie vedomosti responded to repeated anti-Semitic articles in the press. Its 

editors saw slanders about international Jewish funding of revolution as a diversion by the Right.19 The 

paper also castigated maltreatment of Jews in Russian courts and drew attention to legitimate Jewish 

demands for equal civil rights.20 It bemoaned recent pogroms and the suffering of the victims.21 

Throughout 1906, the paper increasingly positioned the “Jewish question” as a vehicle to build a more 

civil society.22 

 Rech’ used the “Jewish question” mainly as a tool to bludgeon the regime and its allies -- Novoe 

Vremia and the Orthodox clergy. For Rech’ the pogroms were a national humiliation and antithetical to 

progress. 23  Moreover, the paper attacked government fear-mongering about the demographic weight of 
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Jews in Duma elections.24  Solutions for these ills were higher incomes for urban workers, replacing 

officials involved with pogroms and emphasizing Jews’ capacity to bolster the national economy.25  

Rech’ went further by reporting on the dysfunctional regime’s funding of anti-Jewish incitement 

as a means of drawing “the people” closer.26 Dispelling myths and anti-Semitic propaganda took on new 

importance in 1911. For example: did, as the Right claimed, Jews play an outsized part in Russia’s 

revolutionary movements?27   These papers argued that small, conniving groups manipulated common, 

honest Russians toward anti-Jewish violence. 

Rech’ proposed that Russia could learn from Germany, where the rule of law protected all citizens 

from the incitement that plagued Russia’s Jews.28 Comparisons continued five years later as Rech’ asked 

how, in the midst of militarization throughout Europe, Russia’s generals opposed conscripting Jews while 

arch-conservatives in Germany approved universal army service.29 

Rech’ and Russkie vedomosti both battled the conservative mantra, “Russia for Russians,” arguing 

that it could not apply like “France for the French,” “Italy for Italians,” or even “Austria for the 

Germans.” Because Russia was a multi-ethnic empire (not a nation-state), loyalty among its minorities 

could be assured only by protecting their rights, not brute force. No less important, only social peace 

could avert Russia’s slide toward political bankruptcy.30 This orientation contradicted conservatives, who 

usually tried to separate the “Jewish question” from general nationalities policy.  

From the start, the liberal newspapers’ contributed to widening public discourse about ethno-

national issues by providing an open platform for many voices. Articles, statements and petitions 

submitted by unions, professional associations, political émigrés, activists or local Jewish communities 

became a chorus.31 Given restrictions on print and broadcast media today in Russia, Internet-based 

platforms now serve the role taken by these liberal newspapers more than a century ago.  

 

1911: A Question Confronts Turmoil 

Crises threatened the empire throughout 1911, punctuated by the Beilis Affair, famine and P.M. 
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Stolypin’s assassination. Added to these, a volatile diplomatic landscape, a spiraling international arms 

race and growing dependence on foreign loans troubled Russia’s leaders and reading public.  

Rech’ seemed at least as concerned by the global and financial ramifications for Russia borne of 

its treatment of minorities than by the actual repression. In other words, Rech’ did not want behavior 

toward Jews, Poles or Turkmen to allow England to label Russia an “Asiatic” nation or deter foreign 

bankers from extending new loans to Russia.32   

Part of this liberalism came from consciousness about class, religion and national identity. From 

one side, Rech’ criticized “typical” gentry attitudes among those who called Jews “deceitful from the time 

of Adam.”33  From another side it debunked demographic fear-mongering that equated the proportion of 

Jews in the empire (approximately 5 percent) to a threat against the Orthodox Church. Rech’ made a 

comparison to New York: 1.5 million Jews lived in a city of 5 million, yet no one in the United States 

considered them the national character.34 From yet another side, Rech’s writers argued that if the 

conservative press and high-ranking clerics wanted to prove Russia “the new Israel,” then the country 

must destroy not the Jews, but rather anti-Jewish biases.35 By drawing attention to everyday 

transgressions against Jews, Rech’ warned wider society about the true nature of autocratic governance.36  

By 1911, Russkie vedomosti identified antisemitism as a crutch on which Russo-nationalists stood, 

fearing the loss of their past predominance.37  Russkie vedomosti also focused on implications for the 

national economy rising from the “Jewish question.” After all, it argued, in other countries integration of 

Jews yielded economic gains, whereas Russia’s people showed little economic vibrancy while primitive 

Russian nobles lived off state stipends and bank credits. Washington’s cancellation of the 1832 Trade 

Agreement illustrated the price of governmental inaction.38  

 Gazeta kopeika’s coverage was comparable on what might be called everyday antisemitism “from 

above” and “from below.”39  Paying less heed to international and economic arenas, it focused on 

discussions about Jews in the Duma and at forums of professional and class-based organizations. Gazeta 

kopeika’s correspondents heaped distain on antisemitic deputies, revealing how they tried to deflect 
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attention from major issues with absurd antisemitism. Perhaps more important for our discussion, these 

reports explained to urban workers why the “Jewish question” was important for all of Russia’s 

minorities.40 While not overtly sympathetic to Jews, Gazeta kopeika’s writers suggested that the good of 

Russia would be served by stopping anti-Jewish repression.41 Perhaps most remarkable about Gazeta 

kopeika in 1911 were the number of items that presented Jews and Judaism as normal fixtures in the 

national landscape: rational, legitimate, loyal, and deserving of equal treatment.42  

 

1914: War and Antisemitic Echoes  

With the coming of war, the regime became even more suspicious toward inorodtsy, thus further 

intensifying anti-Jewish pressures.43 The first issues of this year’s papers addressed the recently concluded 

Beilis trial and acquittal. The international embarrassment it had caused brought demands for a truly 

independent court system, accountable government and civil society.44 This link to civil society repeated 

in coverage of a spectacular, new case: the murder of a young boy in the town of Fastov. Coming on the 

heels of Beilis’s acquittal, this could have exploded into another round of ritual murder accusations. It 

quickly became known, however, that the victim was Jewish. Gazeta kopeika urged calm, suggesting that 

the radical Right had orchestrated the murder to ignite pogroms.45 It seems that the papers helped to 

prevent a new round of anti-Semitic smears by demonizing antisemitism while emphasizing the rule of 

law.46 

 The winds of war brought Russkie vedemosti to position the “Jewish question” as a key to national 

unity.47 Inorodtsy should be embraced whereas foreigners (especially “Germans”) who held 

disproportionate power in military industries should come under scrutiny. Moreover, Russia’s political 

elites, not Jews, were anathema to the state’s interests.48  In fact, the empire would suffer if Jews and 

other minorities remained embittered toward Russia.49 

 Interest in the “Jewish question” deepened as war drew closer. The papers aimed to educate the 

reading public about the lives, culture and challenges faced by Jews under an overarching question once 
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the war began: why did Jews still lack elementary rights when they had heroically fulfilled their civil 

duties?50 Looking forward to the postwar period, Russkie vedomosti foresaw a new era of equality for 

Jews and other minorities forged on the battlefields and in the rear, although it still considered Jews as 

valued stepchildren of the empire compared, for example, to fellow Slavs.51  At other times, the papers 

skewered the regime with the “Jewish question”. For example, they reported on local officials who 

derived huge incomes by extorting disenfranchised Jews while normal Russians unnecessarily suffered 

because government repression denied skilled Jews entrance into crucial professions.52  

The papers did not see all minorities as equal victims of the autocracy. Rech’ claimed that the 

Poles—whose loyalty to Russia always had been suspect—redirected that suspicion onto Jews.53 It 

worried that creation of an anti-Jewish Polish nation-state would set an alarming precedent for the rest of 

the empire. While Polish concerns about demography and economy were legitimate, antisemitism could 

not be the solution. Russia, therefore, had to intervene on behalf of Poland’s Jews.54  Rech’ also issued an 

ominous warning to Ukrainians, not to Jews, that Russia would never surrender its cultural uniformity.55  

By year’s end Rech’ suggested to Russia’s conservatives that their aggression toward “foreigners” should 

be aimed only against Wilhelm II’s troops, not the empire’s minorities.56  

Rech’ put a premium on the intersection between economics and minority rights. It strongly 

attacked restrictions imposed by the Council of Ministers on Jewish membership in joint-stock 

companies.57 In fact, Jewish models of cooperative welfare, trade organizations and pull to post-secondary 

education should be models for emulation, not vilification.58 From July onward it lauded the Jews’ 

commitment to the war effort, both in Russia and abroad.59 The common man – not just backward 

officials and politicians – needed to overcome their anti-Jewish instincts for the good of the nation.60    

 Gazeta kopeika went farthest in promoting positive imagery. It portrayed Jews as proud, brave, 

loyal, productive, likeable citizens, who should be embraced by the nation.61 We cannot accurately gauge 

the effects of these messages on public opinion. Rather, my intent is to reveal their frequency.  The 

“Jewish question” in late imperial Russia was not merely vitriol among antisemites. Never was this truer 
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than in 1914. Lest we overstate, this must be said: whatever the increased familiarity with the “Jewish 

question, the regime brutally deported hundreds of thousands of Jews from the western borderlands in 

early 1915.  

 

Conclusions 

In the case studied here, the proliferation of journalism brought disproportionate attention to what 

otherwise would have been an insignificant issue for most imperial subjects. Liberals surely did not all 

agree on much connected to the “Jewish question” or nationalities issues.  Some called for inclusion while 

others espoused Russian chauvinism.62  Most believed that the answer to the question should be 

integration of Jews into the fabric of the multi-national empire in order to bypass cynical antisemitism 

among Russia’s gentry and large merchants and move toward a more civil society.  

The shift in orientation on Polish-Jewish relations is highly instructive about the wider 

implications of the “Jewish question.” Rech’ and Russkie vedomosti exuded optimism in 1906 and 1911, 

portraying Poland as a model of coexistence. I do not know whether these reports reflected ignorance of 

conditions on the ground for Poland’s Jews or a desire among Russia’s liberals to enlist the cooperation of 

Polish nationalists against tsardom. But by August 1914, Polish treatment of local Jews signaled to the 

newspapers that the former were disloyal, repressive hyper-nationalists. According to the liberal press, the 

forthcoming war demanded the acceleration of equal treatment for Jews and other nationalities.  

When thinking about echoes of these legacies in Eastern Europe today, several points seem salient. 

First, Jews were a focus of journalistic competition for profits and prestige between the right-wing and 

liberal press.  Second, the empire would be shackled by its autocratic, “Asian” inheritance as long as 

organized, government-condoned antisemitism persisted.  Third, national economic vitality would lag as 

long as the “Jewish question” remained unresolved. Liberals demanded equality for Jews not to save 

them, rather for Russia’s own good. Fourth, these types of publications adroitly criticized the state but 

proved weaker in proposing actionable reforms. As we now know, liberal Russian intelligentsia of the 
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time did not have—nor would it ever gain—substantial experience in formulating actionable national 

policy.  

Russia today hovers between a kind of economic liberalism, a return to political authoritarianism, 

and antagonistic nationalism. What might all of this history mean under current conditions in Eastern 

Europe? I and other scholars have examined how political advocacy on behalf of Jews – and to a lesser 

extent other national minorities – influenced the policies and conduct of Russia’s leaders. Before 1914, 

Russia’s chronic need for foreign capital created leverage for westerners to pressure St. Petersburg on 

behalf of minority rights. Russia’s current petro and mineral riches speak against such vulnerabilities 

today but can play a role when dealing with governments in Eastern Europe.  

What role liberal might media outlets have today in offsetting xenophobia in national discourses? 

There are glimmers of hope, albeit rather banal:  

 Unlike the early 20th century, literacy is nearly universal.  

 The profit motive for publication remains as true today as it was during the first decades of 

the 20th century.  

 If only printed dailies, “thick” journals and political pamphlets disseminated liberalism in 

the early 20th century, today a dizzying array of media platforms exist. 

 Authoritarian regimes then and now have many ways to deter unwanted voices. But the 

sheer volume and anonymity of modern media allow space for expression. 

 

It would be disingenuous for us scholars in the Western “cheap seats” to preach the importance of public 

discourse to liberal-minded activists in Eastern Europe under an encroaching authoritarian shadow. We 

can, however, ease the darkness by pointing light toward historical models that yielded positive results 

and how contemporary realities measure up.  
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